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Abstract
Statistical inference of analytically non-tractable posteriors is a difficult problem be-
cause of marginalization of correlated variables and stochastic methods such as MCMC
and VI are commonly used. We argue that KL divergence minimization used by MCMC
and stochastic VI is based on stochastic integration, which is noisy. We propose instead
t(ln t)2 f-divergence, which evaluates expectation of L2 distance squared between the ap-
proximate log posterior q and the un-normalized log posterior of p, both evaluated at
the same sampling point, and optimizes on q parameters. If q is a good approximation
to p it has to agree with it on every sampling point and because of this the method we
call EL2O is free of sampling noise and has better optimization properties. As a con-
sequence, increasing the expressivity of q with point-wise nonlinear transformations and
Gaussian mixtures improves both the quality of results and the convergence rate. We
develop Hessian, gradient and gradient free versions of the method, which can determine
M(M+2)/2+1, M+1 and 1 parameter(s) of q with a single sample, respectively. EL2O
value provides a reliable estimate of the quality of the approximating posterior. We test it
on several examples, including a realistic 13 dimensional galaxy clustering analysis, show-
ing that it is 3 orders of magnitude faster than MCMC and 2 orders of magnitude faster
than ADVI, while giving smooth and accurate non-Gaussian posteriors, often requiring
dozens of iterations only.
Keywords: Approximate Bayesian Inference
1 Introduction
The goal of statistical inference from data can be stated as follows: given some data determine
the posteriors of some parameters, while marginalizing over other parameters. The posteriors
are best parametrized in terms of 1D probability density distributions, but alternative descrip-
tions such as the mean and the variance can sometimes be used, especially in the asymptotic
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regime of large data where they fully describe the posterior. Occasionally we also want to
examine higher dimensional posteriors, such as 2D probability density plots, but we rarely go
to higher dimensions due to the difficulty of visualizing it. While we want to summarize the
results in a series of 1D and 2D plots, the actual problem can have a large number of dimen-
sions, most of which we may not care about, but which are correlated with the ones we do.
The main difficulty in obtaining reliable lower dimensional posteriors lies in the marginaliza-
tion part: marginals, i.e., averaging over the probability distribution of certain parameters, can
change the answer significantly relative to the answer for the unmarginalized posterior, where
those parameters are assumed to be known.
A standard approach to posteriors is Monte Carlo Markov Chain (MCMC) sampling. In this
approach we sample all the parameters according to their probability density. After the samples
are created marginalization is trivial, as one can simply count the 1D and 2D posterior density
distribution of the parameter of interest. MCMC is argued to be exact, in the sense that in the
limit of large samples it converges to the true answer. But in practice this limit may never be
reached. For example, doing Metropolis sampling without knowing the covariance structure of
the variables suffers from the curse of dimensionality. In very high dimensions this is practically
impossible. One avoids the curse of dimensionality by having access to the gradient of the loss
function, as in Hamiltonian Monte Carlo (HMC). However, in high dimensions thousands of
model evaluations may be needed to produce a single independent sample (e.g. Jasche and
Wandelt [2013]), which often makes it prohibitively expensive, specially if model evaluation is
costly.
Alternatives to MCMC are approximate methods such as Maximum Likelihood Estimation
(MLE) or its Bayesian version, Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation, or KL divergence
minimization based variational inference (VI). These can be less expensive, but can also give
inaccurate results and must be used with care. MAP can give incorrect estimators in many
different situations, even in the limit of large data, and is thus an inconsistent estimator, a result
known since Neyman and Scott [1948]. Similarly, mean field VI can give an incorrect mean in
certain situations. Full rank VI (FRVI) typically gives the posterior mean close to the correct
value, but not always (we present one example in section 4). It often does not give correct
variance. Quantifying the error of the approximation is difficult [Yao et al., 2018]. A related
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method is Population Monte Carlo (PMC) [Cappe´ et al., 2008, Wraith et al., 2009], which uses
sampling from a proposal distribution to obtain new samples, and the posterior at the sample
to improve upon the proposal sampling density. Both of these methods use KL divergence to
quantify the agreement between the proposal distribution and the true distribution.
In many scientific applications the cost of evaluating the model and the likelihood can
be very high. In these situations MCMC becomes prohibitively expensive. The goal of this
paper is to develop a method that is optimization based and extends MAP and stochastic VI
methods such as ADVI [Kucukelbir et al., 2017], such that it requires a low number of likelihood
evaluations, while striving to be as accurate as MCMC.1 We would like to avoid some of the
main pitfalls of the approximate methods like MAP or VI. Our goal is to have a method that
works for both convex and non-convex problems, and works for moderately high dimensions,
where a full rank matrix inversion is not a computational bottleneck: this can be a dozen or
up to a few thousand dimensions, depending on the computational cost of the likelihood and
the complexity of posterior surface.
The outline of the paper is as follows. In section 2 we compare traditional stochastic KL
divergence approaches to our new proposal of using L2 distance on a toy 1D Gaussian example.
In section 3 we develop the method further by incorporating higher derivative information, and
increasing the expressivity of approximate posteriors, while still allowing for analytic marginal-
ization. In section 4 we show several examples, including a realistic data analysis example from
our research area of cosmology. We conclude by discussion and conclusions in section 5.
2 Stochastic KL divergence minimization versus EL2O
A general problem of statistical inference is how to infer parameters from the data: we have
some data x = {xi}Ni=1 and some parameters the data depend on, z = {zj}Mj=1. We want to
describe the posterior of z given data x. We can define the posterior p(z|x) as
p(z|x) = p(x|z)p(z)
p(x)
=
p(x, z)
p(x)
, (1)
1 In general exact inference is impossible because global optimization of non-convex surfaces is an unsolved
problem in high dimensions.
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where p(x|z) is the likelihood of the data, p(z) is the prior of z and p(x) = ∫ p(x|z)p(z)dz is the
normalization. In general we have access to the prior and likelihood, but not the normalization.
We can define the negative log of posterior in terms of what we have access to, which is negative
log joint distribution L˜p, defined as
L˜p = − ln p(x, z) = − ln p(x|z)− ln p(z) = − ln p(z|x)− ln p(x) ≡ Lp − ln p(x). (2)
For flat prior this is simply the negative log likelihood of the data. Note that the difference
between L˜p and Lp is ln p(x), which is independent of z, so in terms of gradients with respect
to z there is no difference between the two and we will not distinguish between them.
We would like to have accurate posteriors, but we would also like to avoid the computational
cost of MCMC. Our goal is to describe the posteriors of parameters, and our approach will be
rooted in optimization methods such as MAP or VI, where we assume a simple analytic form
for the posterior, and try to fit its parameters to the information we have.
To explain the motivation behind our approach we will for simplicity in this section assume
we only have a single parameter z given the data x, L˜p = − ln p(z|x) + ln p(x). We would like
to fit the posterior of z to a simple form, and the Gaussian ansatz is the simplest,
Lq = − ln q(z), q(z) = N(z;µ,Σ). (3)
We will also assume the posterior is Gaussian for the purpose of expectations, but since this is
something we do not know a priori we will perform the estimation of parameters of q.
2.1 Stochastic KL divergence minimization
Many of the most popular statistical inference methods are rooted in the minimization of KL
divergence, defined as
KL(q||p) = Eq(Lp − Lq), KL(p||q) = Ep(Lq − Lp). (4)
Here Eq, Ep is the expectation over q and p, respectively.
For intractable posteriors this cannot be evaluated exactly, and one tries to minimize KL
divergence sampled over the corresponding probability distributions. Deterministic evaluation
using quadratures is possible in very low dimensions or under the mean field assumption, but
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this becomes impossible in more than a few dimensions and we will not consider it further here.
In this case stochastic sampling is the only practical method: we will thus consider stochastic
minimization of KL divergence.
We first briefly show that stochastic minimization of KL(p||q) is noisy (this is a known result
and not required for the rest of the paper). Let’s assume we have generated Nk samples zk
from p, using for example MCMC, with which we evaluate Lp(zk) for k = 1, ..Nk. We have
KL(p||q) = N−1k
[∑
k
−Lp(zk) + (zk − µ)
2
2Σ
+
ln(2piΣ)
2
]
. (5)
Let us minimize KL(p||q) with respect to µ and Σ. We find that Lp(zk) do not enter into the
answer at all, and we get
µ = N−1k
∑
k
zk, Σ = N
−1
k
∑
k
(zk − µ)2. (6)
As expected this is the standard Monte Carlo (MC) result for the first two moments of the
posterior given the MCMC samples from p. The answer converges to the true value as N
−1/2
k :
one requires many samples for convergence. MCMC sampling usually requires many calls to
L˜p(z) before an independent sample of zk is generated, with the correlation length strongly
dependent on the nature of the problem and the sampling method. If one instead tries to
approximate the moments of p one obtains Expectation Propagation method [Minka, 2001].
Now let us look at stochastic minimization of KL(q||p). This corresponds to Variational
Inference (VI) [Wainwright and Jordan, 2008, Blei et al., 2016], which is argued to be signifi-
cantly faster than MCMC. Here we assume q is approximate posterior with a known analytic
form, but since the posterior p is not analytically tractable we will create samples from q (an
example of this procedure is ADVI, Kucukelbir et al. [2017]). Let us define the samples as
zk = Σ
1/2k + µ, (7)
where k is a random number drawn from a unit variance zero mean Gaussian N(k; 0, 1). With
this we find
KL(q||p) = N−1k
∑
k
[
−
2
k
2
− ln(2piΣ)
2
+ Lp(zk)
]
. (8)
We want to use Lp(zk) to update information on the mean µ, but it only enters via zk inside
Lp(zk). So if we want to minimize KL divergence with respect to µ we have to propagate its
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derivative through zk, the so called reparametrization trick [Kingma and Welling, 2013, Rezende
et al., 2014].
To proceed let us assume that the posterior is given by a Gaussian
p(z|x) = N(z;µt,Σt), (9)
where the subscripts t denote true value. Since we are for now assuming that we do not
have access to the analytic gradient, we will envision that the gradient with respect to the µ
and Σ parameters inside zk can be evaluated via a finite difference, evaluating ∇zLp(zk) =
[Lp(zk + δzk)−Lp(zk)]/δzk). With ∇µLp = ∇zLp(dz/dµ) = ∇zLp we find that the gradient of
KL divergence with respect to µ equal zero gives
∇µKL(q||p) =
∑
k
(zk − µt)
Σt
= 0, µ = µt −N−1k
∑
k
Σ1/2k. (10)
Since the mean of k is zero this will converge to the correct answer, but will be noisy and the
convergence to the true value will be as N
−1/2
k .
To solve for the variance we similarly take a gradient with respect to Σ and set it to zero,
∇ΣKL(q||p) = − 1
2Σ
+
∑
k
Σ−1/2k(zk − µt)
2Σt
= 0, (11)
with solution
Σ =
NkΣt∑
k [
2
k + (µ− µt)Σ−1/2k]
. (12)
Note that this is really a quadratic equation in Σ1/2, which may have multiple roots: minimizing
stochastic KL(q||p) is not a convex optimization problem. Even if we have converged on µ = µt
rapidly so that we can drop the last term in the denominator and avoid solving this as a
quadratic equation, we are still left with a fluctuating term (
∑
k 
2
k)
−1. This expression also
converges as N
−1/2
k to the true value. As we iterate towards the correct solution we also have
to vary q, so the overall number of calls to L˜p(zk) will be larger. Results are shown in figure 1.
In summary, minimizing KL(p||q) and KL(q||p) with sampling is a noisy process, converging
to the true answer with Nk samples as N
−1/2
k . We will argue below this is a consequence of
KL divergence integrand not being positive definite. In this context it is not immediately
obvious why should stochastic VI be faster than MCMC, except that the prefactor for MCMC
is typically larger, because the MCMC samples of p are correlated, while VI samples drawn
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from q are not (this is however somewhat offset by the fact that in stochastic VI one must also
iterate on q).
2.2 EL2O: Optimizing the expectation of L2 distance squared of log
posteriors
Minimizing KL divergence is not the only way to match two probability distributions. Recent
work has argued that KL divergence objective function may not be optimal, and that other
objective functions may have better convergence properties [Ranganath et al., 2016]. In this
work we will also modify the objective function, but with the goal of preserving the expecta-
tion of KL divergence minimization in appropriate limits. A conceptually simple approach is
to minimize the Euclidean distance squared between the true and approximate log posterior
averaged over the samples drawn from some fiducial posterior p˜ close to the posterior p: this
too will be zero when the two are equal, and will be averaged over p˜: as long as p˜ is close to
p this will provide approximately correct weighting for the samples. If the distance is not zero
it will also provide an estimate of the error generated by q not being equal to p, which can
be reduced by improving on q. While current estimate for q can be used for p˜, and iterate on
it, we wish to separate its role in terms of sampling versus evaluating its log posterior, so we
will always denote the sampling from p˜, even when this will mean sampling from the current
estimate of q.
The proposal of this paper is to replace the stochastic KL divergence minimization with a
simpler and (as we will show) less noisy L2 optimization. Since KL divergence enjoys many
information theory based guarantees, we would also like this L2 optimization to reduce to KL
divergence minimization in the high sampling limit, if p˜ = q. We will show later that this is
indeed the case. To be slightly more general, we can introduce expectation of Ln distance (to
the power n) of log posterior between the two distributions,
ELn(p˜) = Ep˜ (|Lq − Lp|n) , (13)
where p˜ denotes some approximation to p. These belong to a larger class of f-divergences,
Df (p, q) = Eq f(p/q), such that KL(p|q) is for f(t) = t ln t, while for ELn(p) we have f(t) =
t| ln t|n.
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In this paper we will focus on n = 2. We cannot directly minimize the L2 distance because
we do not know the normalization ln p(x), so instead we will minimize it up to the unknown
normalization,
EL2O(p˜) = arg min
µ,Σ,ln p¯
Ep˜[(Lq − L˜p − ln p¯)2], (14)
where ln p¯ is an approximation to ln p(x) and is a free parameter to be minimized together
with µ, Σ. Later we will generalize this to higher order derivatives of Lp, for which we do
not need to distinguish between L˜p and Lp. The choice of p˜ defines the distance. We present
first the version where p˜ = q, since we know how to sample from it, later we will generalize
it to other sampling proposals. However, we view the sampling distribution as unrelated to
the hyper-parameters of q we optimize for, even when p˜ = q, so unlike ADVI we will not be
propagating the gradients with respect to the samples zk inside Lp. For the 1D Gaussian case
we have
EL2O(p˜) = arg min
µ,Σ,ln p¯
N−1k
∑
k
[
(zk − µ)2
2Σ
− L˜p(zk)− c
]2
. (15)
where c = ln p¯− (ln 2piΣ)/2 is a constant to be optimized together with µ and Σ. Note that we
are not using equation 7 to simplify the first term: we are separating the role of p˜ as a sampling
proposal, from q as an approximation to p, even when p˜ = q.
We see that equation 15 is a standard linear regression problem with polynomial basis up
to quadratic order in z, and the linear parameters to solve are c− µ2/2Σ for z0, µ/Σ for z and
−1/2Σ for z2. If we have Nk = 3 one can obtain the complete solution via normal equations of
linear algebra (or a single Newton update if using optimization), and then transform these to
determine µ, Σ and ln p¯, which are uniquely determined, and if p is Gaussian (Lp quadratic)
EL2O is zero. If Nk > 3 the problem is over-constrained: if Lp is quadratic in z we are not
gaining any additional information and EL2O is still zero. In fact, in this case the three samples
could have been drawn from any distribution. There is no sampling noise in minimizing EL2O
if p is covered by q. The results of KL divergence minimization implemented by ADVI and
EL2O minimization are shown in figure 1.
If Lp is not quadratic then minimizing EL2O finds the solution that depends on the class of
functions q and also on the samples drawn from p˜. In this case it is useful that the samples are
close to the true p, since that means that we are weighting EL2O according to the true sampling
density (we will discuss the optimal choice of p˜ in section 4). Even in this situation however
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Figure 1: Relative errors on the mean µ and variance Σ for the Gaussian ansatz of q in a setting where
p is Gaussian. We find that the ADVI solution is noisy and only slowly converges to the correct answer,
while EL2O gives the exact solution after 3 evaluations, since there are 3 parameters to determine,
after which the problem is over-determined.
minimizing EL2O has advantages. We will show below that the optimization is fast, more so if
q comes close to covering p. Moreover, the value of EL2O at the minimum is informing us of the
quality of the fit: if the fit is good and EL2O is low we can be more confident of the resulting
q being a good approximation. If the fit is poor we may want to look for improvements in
q. We will discuss several types of these that can reduce EL2O beyond the full rank Gaussian
approximation for q.
Even though we focus on L2 distance in this paper it is worth commenting on other distances.
Of particular interest is L1 optimization defined as
EL1O(p˜) = arg min
µ,Σ,ln p¯
Ep˜(|Lq − L˜p − ln p¯|). (16)
If we use p˜ = q then this differs from KL(q||p) minimization only in taking the absolute value
|Lp − Lq| (in terms of f-divergence t ln t is replaced with t| ln t|). The difference is that while
minimizing KL(q||p) minimizes Lp regardless of the zk dependent part of Lq, EL1O tries to set
it to Lp = Lq, up to the normalization ln p¯. For a finite number of samples the two solutions
differ and the latter enforces the sampling variance cancellation, since the values of Lq and L˜p
are both evaluated at the same sample zk. We see from this example that the noise in KL
divergence can be traced to the fact that its integrand is not required to be positive, while it is
for EL1O and EL2O. While there are many f-divergences that have this property, EL2O leads
to identical equations as KL divergence minimization in the high sampling limit, so for the rest
of the paper we will focus on EL2O only.
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While t ln t and t ln2 t f-divergence minimization seems very similar, they are fundamentally
different optimization procedures. Minimization of KL divergence only makes sense in the
context of the KL divergence integral
∫
dzq(ln q− ln p) : it is only positive after the integration
and one cannot minimize the integrand alone. Deterministic integration is only feasible in very
low dimensions, and stochastic integration via Monte Carlo converges slowly, as N
−1/2
k . In
contrast, minimizing EL2O is based on comparing ln q(zk) and ln p(zk) at the same sampling
points zk: if the two distributions are to be equal they should agree at every sampling point, up
to the normalization constant. There is no need to perform an integral and instead it should
be viewed as a loss function minimization procedure: there is no stochastic integration noise.
3 Expectation with L2 optimization (EL2O) method
In this section we generalize the EL2O concept in several directions. An important trend in
the modern statistics and machine learning (ML) applications in recent years has been the
development of automatic differentiation (and Hessians) of the loss function Lp. Gradients
enable us to do gradient based optimization and sampling, which is the basis of recent successes
in statistics and ML, from HMC to neural networks. Codes such as Tensorflow, PyTorch and
Stan have been developed to obtain analytic gradients using backpropagation method. The key
property of these tools is that often the calculational cost of the analytic gradient is comparable
to the cost of evaluating the function itself: this is because the calculation of the function and
its gradient share many components, such that the additional operations of the gradient do
not significantly increase the overall cost. In some cases, such as the nonlinear least squares
to be discussed below, a good approximation of the Hessian can be obtained using function
gradients alone (Gauss-Newton approximation), so if one has the function gradient one also gets
an approximation to the Hessian for free. When one has access to the gradients and Hessian it
is worth taking advantage of this information for posterior inference.
Assume we have a general gradient expansion of log posterior around a sample zk,
Lp(zk + ∆zk) =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∇nzLp(zk)(∆zk)n, (17)
where ∇nzL is Mn dimensional tensor of higher order derivatives. For n = 0 this the log
posterior value, for n = 1 this is its gradient vector and for n = 2 this is its Hessian matrix.
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We perform the same expansion for our approximate posterior q(z,θ),
Lq(zk + ∆z) = − ln q(zk + ∆z) =
∞∑
n=0
1
n!
∇nzLq(zk)(∆z)n. (18)
We assume that q(z,θ) has a simple form so that these gradients can be evaluated analytically,
and that it depends on hyper-parameters θ we wish to determine. We will begin with a
multivariate Gaussian assumption for q(z) with mean µ and covariance Σ,
q(z) = N(z;µ,Σ) = (2pi)−N/2 det Σ−1/2e−
1
2
(z−µ)TΣ−1(z−µ), (19)
Lq = 1
2
[
ln det Σ + (z − µ)TΣ−1(z − µ) +N ln(2pi)] . (20)
To make the expansion coefficients dimensionless we can first scale zi,
zi → zi − µi
Σ
1/2
ii
. (21)
While centering (subtracting µi) is not required at this stage, we will use it when we discuss
non-Gaussian posteriors later. This scaling can be done using some approximate Σii from q that
need not be iterated upon, so for this reason we will in general separate it from the iterative
method of determining q. In practice we set the scaling Σii after the burn-in phase of iterations,
when q is typically determined by MAP and Laplace approximation.
The considerations in previous section, combined with the availability of analytic gradient
expansion terms, suggest to generalize EL2O to the form that is the foundation of this paper,
EL2O = arg min
θ
Ep˜
{
N−1der
nmax∑
n=0
∑
i1,..in
αn [∇nzLq(z)−∇nzLp(z,θ)]2
}
, (22)
where the averaging is done over the samples zk drawn from p˜, and where we define, for n = 0,
Lp = L˜p + ln p¯. The sum over index i1..in should be symmetrized, so for example for n = 2 it
is over i1, i2 ≥ i1. Here Nder is the total number of all the terms, while nmax is the largest order
of the derivatives we wish to include. This equation combines three main elements: sampling
from p˜, evaluation of the log posterior Lp and its derivatives at samples, analytic evaluation of
the same for Lq, and finally L2 objective optimization to find the best fit parameters θ. The
latter involves evaluating another sequence of first (and second, if second order optimization is
used) order gradients, this time with respect to θ.
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In equation 22 we have introduced the weight αn, which accounts for different weighting
of different derivative order, so that for example each tensor element of a Hessian ∇zi∇zjLp
can have a different weight to each vector element of a gradient ∇ziLp, which can have dif-
ferent weight as each Lp. Because of scaling in equation 21 the expression is invariant under
reparametrization of z, and one can view each element of gradient and Hessian as one addi-
tional evaluation of Lp, which should have equal weight. For example, one can view Lp and
∇ziLp using a finite difference expression of the gradient into an evaluation of two Lp at two
independent samples. In this view equation 14 turns into equation 22. However, because we
want the samples to be spread over sampling proposal p˜, it is suboptimal to have N ”samples”
at nearly the same point gives by the gradient information, and for this reason α0 > α1 > α2.
Equal weight can also be justified using the fact that different gradient order terms determine
different components of θ. In the context of a full rank Gaussian for q we can think of the
log likelihood determining an approximation to the normalization constant ln p(x), the gradient
determining the means µ, and the Hessian determining the covariance Σ, of which the latter two
are needed for the posterior. We will in fact write the optimization equations below explicitly
in the form where these terms are separated. Due to the sample variance cancellation a single
sample evaluation suffices, but each additional evaluation of these variables can be used to
improve the proposed q. For example, in a Gaussian mixture model for q, at each sample
evaluation of the log posterior, its gradient and Hessian gives enough information to fit another
full rank Gaussian mixture component. However, other weights may be worth exploring, such as
downweighting the Hessian in situations where it is only approximate, as in the Gauss-Newton
approximation discussed further below.
We will generally stop at nmax = 2, but in some circumstances having access to analytic
gradients beyond the Hessian could be beneficial. We will see below that one of the main
problems of full rank Gaussian variational methods is its inability to model the change of
sign of Hessian off-diagonal elements, which can be described with the third order expansion
(nmax = 3) terms. However, doing gradient expansion around a single point has its limitations:
the shape of the posterior could be very different just a short distance away: there is no
substitute for sampling over the entire probability distribution. Moreover, evaluations beyond
the Hessian may be costly even if analytic derivatives are used. For this reason we will develop
12
here three different versions depending on whether we have access to only nmax = 0 information,
nmax = 1, or nmax = 2.
3.1 Gradient and Hessian version
For nmax = 2 we optimize
EL2O = N
−1
M arg min
ln p¯,µ,Σ−1
Ep˜
{
M∑
i,j≤i
[∇zi∇zjLq −∇zi∇zjLp]2 + M∑
i=1
[∇ziLq −∇ziLp]2 + [Lq − L˜p − ln p¯]2
}
,
(23)
where NM = M(M + 3)/2 + 1. In this section we will drop for simplicity the last term and
optimization over ln p¯ since we do not need it (q is already normalized). For a more general q
such as a Gaussian mixture model this term needs to be included, as discussed further below.
There is additional flexibility in terms of how much weight to give to Hessian versus gradient
information, which we will not explore in this paper.
We first need analytic gradient and Hessian information of q(z). Taking the gradient of Lq
in equation 20 with respect to z gives
∇zLq = Σ−1(z − µ). (24)
The Hessian is obtained as a second derivative of Lq(z) with respect to z,
∇z∇zLq(z) = Σ−1. (25)
Even if we have only a single sample we can expect the Hessian evaluated at the sample to
determine Σ (since it has no dependence on µ), and with Σ determined we can use its gradient
to determine µ from equation 24. In this approach we can thus write the optimization solution
of equation 23 as
Σ−1 = Ep˜ [∇z∇zLp] ≈ N−1k
Nk∑
k=1
∇z∇zLp(zk). (26)
Applying the optimization of equation 22 with respect to µ and keeping the gradient terms
only (i.e. dropping n = 0 term, since n = 2 term has no µ dependence) we find,
Ep˜[∇zLp(z)] = Σ−1(Ep˜[z]− µ), (27)
µ = −ΣEp˜[∇zLp(z) + z] ≈ N−1k
Nk∑
k=1
[−Σ∇zLp(zk) + zk] . (28)
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Expectation of these equations has been derived in the context of variational methods [Op-
per and Archambeau, 2009], showing that the solution to EL2O is the same as VI minimization
of KL(q||p) in the high sample limit, if p˜ = q. But there is a difference in the sampling noise if
the number of samples is low: the presence of zk at the end of equation 28 guarantees there is
no sampling noise, and no such term appears in stochastic KL divergence based minimization.
As we argued above, stochastic minimization of KL divergence has sampling noise, while mini-
mizing EL2O gives estimators in equations 26, 28 that are exact even for a single sample, under
the assumption of the posterior belonging to the family of model posteriors q(z): it does not
even matter where we draw the sample. If the posterior does not belong to this family we need
to perform the expectation in equations 26, 28, by averaging over more than one sample. There
will be sampling noise, but the closer q family is to the posterior p the lower the noise. This
will be shown explicitly in examples of section 4, where we test the method on q’s generalized
beyond the full rank Gaussian. The residual EL2O informs us when this is needed: if it is large
it indicates the need to improve q, by going beyond the full rank Gaussian. The approach of
this paper is to generalize q until we find a solution with low residual EL2O so that the posterior
is reliable: in examples of section 4 this is reached approximately when EL2O < 0.2.
Since the gradient and Hessian gives enough information to determine µ and Σ we can
convert this into an iterative process where we draw a few samples, even as low as a single
sample only. Assume that at the current iteration the estimate is µt and Σt and that we have
drawn a single sample z1 from q = N(z;µt,Σt). We also evaluate the gradient ∇zL(z1) and
Hessian, giving the following updates
Σ−1t+1 = ∇z∇zL(z1), (29)
µt+1 = −Σt+1∇zL(z1) + z1. (30)
With an update µt+1 we can draw a new sample and repeat the process until convergence.
In this paper we are assuming that the Hessian inversion to get the covariance matrix and
sampling from it via Cholesky decomposition is not a computational bottleneck. This would
limit the method to thousands of dimensions if full rank description of all the variables is
needed, and if the cost of evaluating Lp is moderate. Note that if we were doing MAP we
would have assumed q is a delta function with mean µt, in which case there is only one sample
at z1 = µt: the equation above becomes equivalent to a second order Newton’s method for
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MAP optimization. One obtains a full distribution in the full rank Gaussian approximation by
evaluating the Hessian at the MAP estimate (Laplace approximation). The EL2O method is
a very simple generalization of the Laplace approximation and for a single sample has equal
cost, as long as the cost of matrix inversion is low. Once we have approximately converged on
µ (burn-in phase) we can average over more samples to obtain a more reliable approximation
for both µ and Σ. This often gives a more reliable estimate of µ since it smooths out any
small scale ruggedness in the posterior. Typically we find a few samples suffice for simple
problems. When problems are not simple (and EL2O remains high) it is better to increase
the expressiveness of q beyond the full rank Gaussian, as discussed below. Only the full rank
Gaussian allows analytic marginalization of correlated variables: one inverts the Hessian matrix
Σ−1 to obtain the covariance matrix Σ, and marginalization is simply eliminatation of the rows
and columns of Σ for the parameters we want to marginalize over (for proper normalization one
also needs to evaluate the determinant of the remaining sub-matrix). We want to preserve this
property for more general q as well, and given the above stated property of full rank Gaussian
two ways to do so are one-dimensional transforms and Gaussian mixtures, both of which will
be discussed below.
3.2 Gradient only and gradient free versions
We argued above that it is always beneficial to evaluate the Hessian, since together with the
gradient this gives us an immediate estimate of M(M + 3)/2 parameters, which can be chosen
to be Σ−1 and µ, and so we get a full rank q with a single sample. Moreover, for nonlinear
least squares and related problems evaluating the Hessian in Gauss-Newton approximation is no
more expensive than evaluating the gradient. Suppose however that the Hessian is not available
and we only have access to the gradients. This is for example the ADVI strategy [Kucukelbir
et al., 2017], but let us look at what our approach gives. Specifically, we want to minimize
EL2O = (M + 1)
−1 arg min
ln p¯,µ,Σ−1
Ep˜
[
M∑
i=1
{∇ziLq −∇ziLp}2 +
{
Lq − L˜p − ln p¯
}2]
, (31)
where again for simplicity of this section we will drop the last term and not optimize over
ln p(x), since we do not need it. The first term on the RHS is called the Fisher divergence
F (q, p) if sampled from q and F (p, q) if sampled from p [Hammad, 1978], and Jensen-Fisher
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Algorithm 1 Full rank Gradient and Hessian EL2O
Input: data xi, size N
Initialize parameters zi: random sample from prior, size M
Find MAP using optimization for initial µ. Use Laplace for initial q(z) = N(µ,Σ).
while EL2O value has not converged do
Draw a new sample zNk+1. Increase Nk by 1.
if Hessian available then
Σ−1 = N−1k
∑Nk
k=1∇z∇zLp(zk)
else
H = ∑Nkk=1(zk − µ)(zk − µ)
Σ−1 =H−1∑Nkk=1(zk − µ)∇zL(zk)
end if
µ = N−1k
∑Nk
k=1 [−Σ∇zLp(zk) + zk]
Compute EL2O
end while
divergence if averaged over the two [Snchez-Moreno et al., 2012]. This shows the connection of
the gradient part of EL2O to the Fisher information.
First derivatives with respect to µ give equation 28. To evaluate it we need to determine
Σ. To get the equation for Σ we first derive its gradient ∇Σ−1EL2O, and its Hessian, H =
∇Σ−1∇Σ−1EL2O,
H = Ep˜[(z − µ)(z − µ)] ≈
Nk∑
k=1
(zk − µ)(zk − µ). (32)
We need Nk = M + 1 gradients sampled at zk for this matrix to be non-singular if µ is also
determined from the same samples. Taking the first derivative of equation 31 with respect to
Σ−1 gives
Σ−1 =H−1 Ep˜ [(z − µ)∇zL] ≈H−1
Nk∑
k=1
(zk − µ)∇zL(zk). (33)
We obtained a set of equations 28 and 33 that only use gradient information, but these are
different from the ADVI equations [Kucukelbir et al., 2017]. In particular, our equations have
sampling variance cancellation built in, and if q covers p they give zero error once we have
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drawn enough samples so that the system is not under-constrained. For p˜ = p the L2 norm
of equation 31 has also been proposed by Hyva¨rinen [2005] as a score matching statistic, but
was rewritten through integration by parts into a form that does not cancel sampling variance,
similar to KL(p||q).
Finally, if we have no access to gradients we can still apply the EL2O method: to get all
the full rank parameters we need to evaluate the loss function in M(M + 3)/2 + 1 points, and
then optimize
EL2O = arg min
ln p¯,µ,Σ−1
Ep˜
[{
L˜q − Lp − ln p¯
}2]
, (34)
where this time we also need to optimize for ln p¯ together with µ and Σ. These equations also
incorporate the sampling variance cancellation.
Hybrid approaches are also possible: for example, we may have access to analytic first
or second derivatives for some parameters, but not for others. In this case, one can design
an optimization process that uses analytic gradients and Hessian components for some of the
parameters, while relying on either numerical finite differences or gradient free approaches
for the other parameters. More generally, some parameters may require expensive and slow
evaluations (slow parameters) while others can be inexpensive (fast parameters). In this case, we
can afford to do numerical gradients with respect to fast parameters and focus on development
of analytic gradients for slow parameters. Another hybrid approach will be discussed in the
context of Gauss-Newton approximation below, where we use the Hessian in the Gauss-Newton
approximation for the covariance matrix Σ, and only the gradient for the remaining hyper-
parameters of q.
3.3 Posterior expansion beyond the full rank Gaussian: bijective 1D
transforms
So far we obtained the full rank VI solution with an iterative process which should converge
nearly as rapidly as MAP. If the posterior is close to the assumed multi-variate Gaussian
then this process converges fast, and only a few samples are needed. If there is strong variation
between the Hessian elements evaluated at different sampling points then we know the posterior
is not well described by a multi-variate Gaussian. In this case we may want to consider proposal
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functions beyond equation 19. However, a multi-variate Gaussian is the only correlated multi-
variate distribution where analytic marginalization can be done by simply inverting the Hessian
matrix. This is a property that we do not want to abandon. For this reason we will first consider
one-dimensional transformations of the original variables z in this subsection, and Gaussian
mixtures in the next. Variable transformations need to be bijective so that we can easily go
from one set of the variables to the other and back [Rezende and Mohamed, 2015]. Here we
will use a very simple family of models that give rise to skewness and curtosis, which are the
one-dimensional versions of the gradient expansion at third and fourth order.
Specifically, we will consider bijective transformations of the form yi(zi) such that
q(z) = N(y;µ,Σ)Πi|Ji|, Ji = dyi
dzi
, (35)
with N(y;µ,Σ) given by equation 19. Under this form the marginalization over the variables
is trivial. For example, marginalized posterior distribution of zi is
q[zi(yi)] = N(yi;µi,Σii)|dyi/dzi|, where Σii is the diagonal component of the covariance matrix,
obtained by inverting the Hessian matrix Σ−1.
We would like to modify the variables zi such that the resulting posteriors can accommodate
more of the variation of L˜p. In one dimension this would be their skewness and curtosis,
which are indicated for example by the variation of the Hessian with the sample, but in higher
dimensions we also want to accommodate variation of off-diagonal terms of the Hessian. In
typical situations given the full rank solution and the scaling of equation 21 the posterior mass
will be concentrated around −1 < zi < 1, but the distribution may be skewed, or have more or
less posterior mass outside this interval.
A very simple change of variable is yi = zi +
1
2
iz
2
i +
1
6
ηiz
3
i , where we assume i and ηi are
both parameters that can be either positive or negative, but small such that the relation is
invertible. In one dimension the log of posterior is, keeping the terms at the lowest order in
i and ηi, 2Lq ≈ c + z2i + iz3i + 13ηiz4i ... Viewed as a Taylor expansion we see that i term
determines the third order gradient expansion and ηi the fourth order, both around zi = 0.
To make these expressions valid for larger values of i and ηi we promote the transformation
into
yi(zi) = sinhη
[
exp(izi)− 1
i
]
, (36)
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where for i = 0 the above is just yi(zi) = sinhηzi [Schuhmann et al., 2016]
sinhη(x) =

η−1sinh(ηx) (η > 0)
x (η = 0)
η−1arcsinh(ηx) (η < 0).
(37)
These are bijective, but not guaranteed to give the required posteriors. We can however apply
the transformations multiple times for a more expressive family of models. For small values of
 and η equation 36 reduces to the Taylor expansion above. If the posteriors are multi-peaked
then these transformations may not be sufficient, and Gaussian mixture models can be used
instead, discussed below.
The gradient of Lq is
∇ziLq =
∑
j
(Σ−1)ij(yj − µj)Ji − ∇zi |Ji||Ji| , (38)
while the Hessian is
∇zi∇zjLq = (Σ−1)ijJiJj +
[∑
k
(Σ−1)ik(yk − µk)∇ziJi −
∇zi∇zi |Ji|
|Ji| +
(∇zi |Ji|
|Ji|
)2]
δij. (39)
If the Hessian is varying with the samples zk we have an indication that we need higher
order corrections. With the gradient and Hessian at a single sample z1 we have the sufficient
number of constraints, M(M + 3)/2, to determine µ and Σ−1. If we evaluate these variables
at another sample z2 we already have too many constraints to determine the additional 2M
nonlinear transform variables, so the problem is overconstrained even with two drawn samples.
This is the power of having access to the gradient and Hessian information: we converge fast
both because we can use Newton’s method to find the solutions and because a few samples give
us enough constraints.
3.4 Posterior expansion beyond the full rank Gaussian: Gaussian
mixtures
A second non-bijective way that can extend the expressivity of posteriors while still allowing
for analytic marginalizations is a Gaussian mixture model [Bishop et al., 1997]. Here we model
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the posterior as a weighted sum of several multi-variate Gaussians, each of which can have an
additional 1D NL transform, as in equation 35,
q(z) =
∑
j
wjN(y
j;µj,Σj)Πi
∣∣∣∣∣dyjidzi
∣∣∣∣∣ ≡∑
j
wjq
j(z), (40)
where
∑
j wj = 1. We can introduce the position dependent weights
wj(z) =
wjq
j(z)
q(z)
. (41)
We can now derive the corresponding ∇zLq and ∇z∇zLq. For example, if y = z the
gradient is
∇zLq =
∑
j
wj(z)∇zLq =
∑
j
wj(z)(Σ
j)−1(z − µj), (42)
and is simply a weighted gradient of each of the Gaussian mixture components. The Hessian is
∇z∇zLq =
∑
j
[∇zwj(z)∇zLq + wj(z)∇z∇zLq]
=
∑
j
wj(z)(Σ
j)−1 −
∑
i
∑
j 6=i
wi(z)wj(z)
wi
[
(Σj)−1(z − µj)(Σi)−1(z − µi)] . (43)
Once we have these expressions we can insert them into equation 22 and optimize against
the parameters of q(z). This is an optimization problem and requires iterative method to find
the solution, but no additional evaluations of Lp. While previously we did not use Lp itself
since we did not need c, now we need to use this value as well, at it determines the weights wj.
With Lp, its gradient and its Hessian we have enough data to determine one Gaussian mixture
component per sample zk. Once we have constructed the full q, to analytically marginalize
over some of z we need to invert separately each of the matrices (Σj)−1.
To summarize, there exist expressive posterior parametrizations beyond the full rank Gaus-
sian that allow for analytic marginalizations and that can fit a broad range of posteriors.
Gaussian mixture model can for example be used for a multi-modal posterior distribution, and
a single evaluation with a Hessian can fit one component of the multi-variate Gaussian mixture
model. One dimensional nonlinear transforms can be used to give skewness, curtosis and even
multi-modality to each dimension.
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3.5 Sampling proposals
We argued above that KL(p||q) minimization leads to standard MC method, while minimizing
KL(q||p) gives VI method. EL2O has more flexibility in terms of the choice of the sampling
proposal p˜. We list some of these below, with some specific examples presented in section 4.
Sampling from q: If we sample from p˜ = q and minimize EL2O we get results equivalent to
VI in the large sample limit. While sampling from q, and iterating on it, is the simplest choice,
it is not the only choice, and may not be the best choice either. One disadvantage is that
the samples change as we vary q during optimization, increasing the number of calls to Lp. A
second disadvantage is that in high dimensions sampling from the full rank Gaussian becomes
impossible since the cost of Cholesky decomposition becomes prohibitive. We will address this
problem elsewhere.
Sampling from p: one alternative is to sample from p itself. This has the advantage that
the samples do not need to change as we iterate on q, and if the cost of Lp is dominant this
can be an attractive possibility. There are inference problems where sampling from p is easy.
An example are forward inference problems: suppose we know the prior distribution of x and
we would like to know the posterior of z = f(x) +n, where f is some function and n is noise.
In this case we can create samples of z drawn from p simply by drawing samples of x from its
prior and n from noise distribution and evaluating z = f(x) + n.
In most cases however sampling from p is hard. One possibility is to create a number of
true samples from p using MCMC. This may be expensive, since there is a burn-in period that
one needs to overcome first. We can use EL2O optimization with p˜ = q for the burn-in phase
to get to the minimum, and from there sampling can be almost immediate, but samples will
be correlated, and often the correlation length can be hundreds or more. For modern methods
like HMC sampling can be more efficient in traversing the posterior with a lower number of L˜p
calls, so this approach is worth exploring further.
Sampling from approximate p: since MCMC is expensive one can try cheaper alternatives.
One possibility is to sample from an approximate posterior generated with the help of simu-
lations. Suppose one generates a simulation where one knows the answer. One then performs
the analysis as on the data, obtaining the point estimate on the parameters in terms of their
best fit mean or mode (MAP). Since we know the truth for simulation we can create a data
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sample by adding the difference between the truth and the point estimate of the simulation to
the point estimate of the data. This will give an approximation to the posterior distribution
p where each sample is completely independent. It will not be exact because of realization
dependence of the posterior, and some of the samples may end up being very unlikely in the
sense of having a very high L˜p. Additional importance sampling may be needed to improve
this posterior further.
Another strategy is not to sample at all, but devise a deterministic algorithm to select the
points where to evaluate Lp. For example, given a MAP+Laplace solution one could select
the points that are exactly a fixed fraction of standard deviation away from MAP for every
parameter. This strategy has had some success in filtering applications, where it is called
unscented Kalman filter (UKF, Julier and Uhlmann [2004]). Another option is deterministic
quadratures, such as Gauss-Hermite integration. These deterministic approaches become very
expensive in high dimensions.
Sampling from q + p: symmetric KL divergence is called Jensen-Shannon divergence, and
we can similarly do the same for EL2O. Since L2 norm is already symmetric we just need to
sample from p+q. This may have some benefits: if one samples from p then there is no penalty
for posterior densities q which do not vanish where p = 0. Conversely, if one samples from
q there is no penalty for situations where p does not vanish while q = 0. For example, there
may be multiple posterior peaks in true p, but if we only found one we would never know the
existence of the others. In both cases the difficulty arises because the normalization of p is not
accessible to us. The latter case is often argued to be more problematic suggesting sampling
from p should be used if possible. However, note that in the case of widely separated posterior
peaks sampling from true p using MCMC may not be possible either, as MCMC may not find
all of the posterior peaks. In this case sampling from q using multiple starting points with a
Gaussian mixture for q is a better alternative.
If both of these issues are a concern one can try to sample from both q and from p, mixing
the two types of samples. This will give us samples where p = 0 but q > 0, and where q = 0
but p > 0, if such regions exist. Another hybrid sampling p + q method is, after the burn in,
to iterate on q, sample from it, use it as a starting point for a MCMC sampling method with
fast mixing properties (such as HMC) to move to another point, record the sample, update q,
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and repeat the process. The samples from q may suffer from having too large values of L˜p, so
a Metropolis style acceptance rate can be added to prevent this. It is worth emphasizing that
the philosophy of this paper is to find q that fits the posterior everywhere: both samples from
q and samples from p should lead to EL2O close to zero. and if q covers p we should always
find this solution in the limit of large sampling density. These issues will be explored further in
next section, where we show for specific examples that more expressive q reduce the differences
between sampling from q versus sampling from p or q + p.
3.6 Hessian for nonlinear least squares and related loss functions
One of the most common statistical analyses in science is a nonlinear least squares problem,
which is a simple acyclic graphical model. One has some data vector x and some model for
the data f(z), which is nonlinear in terms of the parameters z. We also assume a known data
measurement noise covariance matrix N , which can be dependent of the parameters z. One
may add a prior for the latent variables in the form,
L˜p = 1
2
{
zTZ−1z + [x− f(z)]TN−1[x− f(z)] + ln detZN} , (44)
where Z is the prior covariance matrix of z and we assumed the prior mean is zero (otherwise
we also need to subtract out the prior mean from z in the first term).
The Hessian in the Gauss-Newton approximation is
Ep˜[∇z∇zLp] ≈ Z−1 + Ep˜
{
2tr
[
N−1(∇zN )N−1(∇zN )
]
+ (∇zf)TN−1(∇zf)
}
, (45)
where we dropped the second derivative terms of f and N . The former term multiplies the
residuals x−f(z), which close to the best fit (i.e. where the posterior mass is concentrated) are
oscillating around zero if the model is a good fit to the data. This suppresses this term relative
to the first derivative term, which is always positive: in the Gauss-Newton approximation the
curvature matrix is explicitly positive definite, and so is its expectation value over the samples.
Clearly this is no longer valid if we move away from the peak, or we have a multi-modal
posterior, since we have extrema that are saddle points or local minima and Gauss-Newton is
a poor approximation there, so care must be exercised when using Gauss-Newton away from
the global minimum. In our applications we use the Hessian to determine Σ−1, but we ignore
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it when evaluating nonlinear parameters  and η. The cost of evaluating the Hessian under the
Gauss-Newton approximation equals the cost of evaluating the gradient ∇zLp, since it simply
involves first derivatives of f or N .
3.7 Range constraints
If a variable has a boundary then finding a function extremum may not be obtained by finding
where its gradient is zero, but may instead be found at the boundary. In this case the posterior
distribution is abruptly changed at the boundary, which is difficult to handle with Gaussians.
The most common case is that a given variable is bounded to a one sided interval, or sometimes
to a two-sided interval. There are two methods one can adopt, first one is a transformation to
an unconstrained variable and second one is a reflective boundary condition.
Suppose for example that we have a constraint z′i > ai, and we would like to have an
unconstrained optimization that also transitions to the z′ prior on a scale ξi away from ai. We
can use
zi = ξi ln
(
e
z′i−ai
ξi − 1
)
(46)
as our new variable [Kucukelbir et al., 2017]. This variable becomes z′i for z
′
i  ai + ξi and
ξi ln(z
′
i − ai)/ξi for ai < z′i  ai + ξi, so zi is now defined on the entire real interval with no
constraint. If we want to preserve the probability and use the prior on original z′ we must also
include the Jacobian Ji = |dzi/dz′i|, p(zi) = p(z′i)J−1i . The presence of the Jacobian modifies
the loss function. In our examples below we are including the Jacobian and we treat ξi as
another nonlinear parameter attached to parameter zi with a constraint, so that we optimize
EL2O with respect to it. A problem with this method is that posterior will always go to zero
at z′i → ai, since the Gaussian goes to zero at large values. So even though this method can
be quite successful in getting most of the posterior correct, it will artificially turn down to zero
at the boundary. This is problematic, since it suggests the data exclude the boundary even if
they do not.
Second approach to a boundary z′i > ai is to extend the range to z
′
i < ai using a reflective
(or mirror) boundary condition across z′i = ai, such that if z
′
i < ai then L˜p(z′i−ai) = L˜p(ai−z′i).
This leads to the non-bijective transformation of appendix A with bi = 0: we have z
′
i defined
on entire range and we model it with a sum of two mirrored Gaussians. Effectively this is
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equivalent to an unconstrained posterior analysis, where we take the posterior at z′i < ai and
add it to z′i > ai. It solves the problem of the unconstrained transformation method above, as
the posterior at the boundary is not forced to zero, since it can be continuous and non-zero
across the boundary ai. The marginalization over this parameter remains trivial, since it is as
if the parameter is not constrained at all. For the purpose of the marginalized posterior for
the parameter itself, we must add the z′i < ai posterior to z
′
i > ai posterior. If the posterior
mass is non-zero at z′i = ai then this will result in the posterior abruptly transitioning from a
finite value to 0 at the boundary. This method can be generalized to a two sided boundary. In
section 4 we will show an example of both methods.
3.8 Related Work
Our proposed divergence is in the family of f-divergences. Recently, several divergences have
been introduced (e.g. Ranganath et al. [2016], Dieng et al. [2017]) to counter the claimed
problems of KL divergence such as its asymmetry and exclusivity of q, but here we argue
that with sufficiently expressive q these problems may not be fundamental for EL2O method.
Expectations of EL2O equations agree with VI expressions of [Opper and Archambeau, 2009].
Stochastic VI has been explored for posteriors in several papers, including ADVI Kucukelbir
et al. [2017]. In direct comparison test we find it has a slower convergence than EL2O. For n = 1
the Fisher divergence minimization has been proposed by Hyva¨rinen [2005] as a score matching
statistic, but was rewritten through integration by parts into a form that does not cancel
sampling variance and has similar convergence properties as stochastic VI. Reducing sampling
noise has also been explored more recently in Roeder et al. [2017] in a different context and
with a different approach. Quantifying the error of the VI approximation has been explored in
Yao et al. [2018], but using EL2O value is simpler to evaluate.
NL transformations have been explored in terms of boundary effects in Kucukelbir et al.
[2017]. Our NL transformations correspond more explicitly to generalized skewness and curtosis
parameters, and as such are useful for general description of probability distributions. We
employ analytic marginals to obtain posteriors and for this reason we only employ a single
layer point-wise NL transformations, instead of the more powerful normalizing flows Rezende
and Mohamed [2015]. More recently, Lin et al. [2019] also adopt GM and NL for similar
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Figure 2: Example of a correlated non-Gaussian posterior problem, where one of the two Gaussian
correlated variables y2 is preceded by a nonlinear transformation (mapped by the exponential function,
z2 = exp(y2)). Left : The 2D posterior and the means estimated by various methods. Right : 1D
marginalized posterior of z2, with the black vertical line marking its true mean. MAP (blue) finds
the mode and MFVI (green) FRVI (yellow) estimate the mean relatively well, but all of them fail
to capture the correct shape of the posterior and its variance. Fitting for the skewness and curtosis
parameters, EL2O with the NL transform (NL-EL2O, red) accurately models the posterior. All curves
have been normalized to the same value at the peak to reduce their dynamical range.
purposes, also using Hessian based second order optimization (called natural gradient in recent
ML literature).
4 Numerical experiments
In this section we look at several examples in increasing order of complexity.
4.1 Non-Gaussian correlated 2D posterior
In the first example we have a 2-dimensional problem modeled as two Gaussian distributed and
correlated variables z1 and z2, but second one is nonlinear transformed using exp(z2) mapping.
This transformation is not in the family of skewness and curtosis transformations proposed in
section 3. Here we will try to model the posterior using  and η in addition to µ and Σ. The
question is how well can our method handle the posterior of z2, as well as the joint posterior of
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z1 and z2, and how does it compare to MAP, MF and FR VI or EL2O.
The results are shown in figure 2. Left panel shows the 2D contours, which open up towards
larger values of z2 and as a result the MAP is away from the mean. Right hand panel shows
the resulting posterior of MAP+Laplace, MF and FR EL2O (which equals MFVI and FRVI in
large sampling limit), and NL EL2O. MAP gets the peak posterior correct but not the mean,
MF improves on the mean and FR improves it further, but none of these get the full posterior.
NL EL2O gets the full posterior in nearly perfect agreement with the correct distribution, which
is , 0.13 versus 0.5 or 0.7, respectively. What is interesting that the convergence of NL EL2O
is faster, despite having more parameters: the convergence has been reached after 8 iterations.
We started with Nk = 1 and ended with Nk = 5 for this example. Note that we can reuse
samples from previous iterations.
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EL2O GM+NL: sampling from q
EL2O GM+NL: sampling from p
EL2O GM+NL: sampling from p + q
EL2O GM only (without NL)
Figure 3: EL2O values provide an estimate of the quality of the fit. Here we show them as a function
of the number of iterations for the correlated non-Gaussian posterior example (Left panel) and for
the forward model posterior example (Right panel). Typically values of EL2O . 0.2 indicate that we
have obtained a satisfactory posterior. The convergence is faster for NL-EL2O despite having more
parameters, a consequence of sampling noise free nature of EL2O. In these examples each iteration
draws 5 samples and we average over the past samples after the burn in. Right : Sampling from p (red
dashed) gives better EL2O that sampling from q (green dashed) for full rank GM. As we increase the
expressivity of q, by applying the NL transform to better match the posterior, this makes EL2O values
for sampling from p and q more similar, and lower, improving the overall quality of the posterior.
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4.2 Forward model posterior
A very simple state evolution model is where we know the prior distribution of x, assumed
to be a Gaussian with zero mean and variance Σ, and we would like to know the posterior of
z = x2 + n, where n is Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance Q. The loss function L˜p is
L˜p = 1
2
[
xΣ−1x+ (z − x2)Q−1(z − x2)] , (47)
where we dropped all irrelevant constants. We would like to find the posterior of z marginalized
over x. In the absence of noise the problem can be solved using the Jacobian between x and z,
but addition of noise requires an additional convolution. In higher dimensions evaluating the
Jacobian quickly becomes very expensive, so we will instead solve the problem by approximating
the joint probability distribution of x and z, and then marginalizing over x. This is a hard
problem because the joint distribution is very non-Gaussian, as seen in figure 4.
We can first attempt to solve with MAP. The MAP solution is at xˆ = zˆ = 0, and at the MAP
Laplace approximation gives a diagonal Hessian between x and z, so the two are uncorrelated.
The variance on z is Q, which vanishes in no noise Q→ 0 limit. MAP+Laplace for z is thus a
narrow distribution at zero, which is clearly a very poor approximation to the correct posterior.
The full rank VI or EL2O approach is to sample from full rank Gaussian q and iterate
until convergence. The off-diagonal elements of the Hessian are given by ∇z∇xLp = −2xQ−1,
which vanishes upon averaging over x, so full rank and mean field solutions are equal and FRVI
assumes the two variables are uncorrelated. The variance on z is again given by Q. The inverse
variance of x is ∇x∇xLp = Σ−1 + 4x2Q−1, which in EL2O or VI we need to average over q.
The stationary point is reached when E[∇x∇xLp]−1 = E[x2] = σ2x, which in the low Q limit
gives σ2x = Q
1/2/2. Once we have the full rank Hessian we can also determine the means from
the gradient of equation 47, finding a solution µx = µz = 0. So we find a somewhat absurd
result that even though x is not affected by z and its posterior should equal its prior, FRVI
gives a different solution, one of a delta function at zero in the Q→ 0 limit, which is identical
to the MAP solution. However, with this posterior the value of EL2O is large, because the
Hessian is fluctuating across the posterior and is not well represented with a single average.
This is specially clear for the off-diagonal elements, whose average is zero, but the actual values
fluctuate with rms of order Q−3/4, very large fluctuations if Q→ 0.
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Figure 4: Example of a forward inference problem. Left : Contours of two symmetric Gaussian com-
ponents (GM), with NL transform applied, together with samples from the posterior. The elliptical
contours are warped by NL transform to better match the posterior. The total posterior is the sum of
the two, which enhances the posterior density at x ∼ 0. Right : 1D marginalized posterior of z as ap-
proximated by different methods. MAP and FRVI (blue, normalized to the same peak value to reduce
the dynamic range of the plot) give a poor estimate of posterior compared to MCMC (histogram).
For EL2O, we evaluated GM+NL with the following sampling proposals p˜: sampling from p (red), q
(green), and p+ q (black). Note that sampling from p is narrower than sampling from q. Vertical bars
indicate the means, including MCMC (light blue dashed).
One must improve the model by going beyond a single full rank Gaussian. Here we will do
so with a non-bijective transformation of appendix A, using bx = 0 and ax = 0, i.e. we model
it as two Gaussian components mirror symmetric across x = 0 axis. We use equation 43, which
says that if the two Gaussian components are well separated the local Hessian can be used to
determine Σ−1 of the local Gaussian component (which then also determines the covariance
of the other component due to the symmetry). The local Hessian is given by ∇x∇xLp =
Σ−1 + 4µ2xQ
−1, ∇x∇zLp = −2µxQ−1 and ∇z∇zLp = Q−1.
To further improve the model we consider bijective nonlinear transforms (NL). These are
useful as they warp the ellipses, which allows to match q closer to the true posterior p. The
results are shown in figure 4. We see from the figure that MAP or FRVI=FR-EL2O fail to give
the correct posterior, while the Gaussian mixture with NL gives a very good posterior of z, in
good agreement with MCMC.
In this example we can sample from p directly, so we do not need to iterate on samples from
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q. EL2O has flexibility to use samples from either of the two, which is distinctly different from
KL based VI. This forward model problem gives us the opportunity to compare the results
between the two. We would like to know if sampling from q versus p gives different answers,
and if sampling from both further improves the results. This is also shown in figure 4. We
see that there are some small differences in the posteriors, and that sampling from q is slightly
worse: in terms of EL2O value, we get 0.20 for sampling from p and p+ q and 0.23 for sampling
from q. Somewhat surprising, we find that sampling from q gives a broader approximation that
sampling from p, contrary to KL divergence based FRVI [Bishop, 2007]. Sampling from p + q
does not further improve the results over sampling from p. The difference between p and q
sampling is larger if we restrict to the full rank Gaussian without NL, and the EL2O values are
also larger: 0.4 for p versus 0.5 for q. This suggests that while for simple q the results may be
biased and sampling from p is preferred, more expressive q reduces the difference between the
two. This is not surprising: if p is in the family of q then we should be able to recover the exact
solution with optimization, finding EL2O = 0 upon convergence. If we want to improve the q
sampling results of figure 4 we can do so by adding additional Gaussian mixture components,
or additional NL transforms, but we have not attempted to do so here.
A potential concern is that the exclusive nature of q may lead to a situation where EL2O
sampled from q is low, but the quality is poor, because p > 0 where q = 0. If this happens
because there is another posterior maximum elsewhere far away then the only way to address
it is using global optimization techniques like multiple starting points. All methods, including
MCMC, have difficulties in these situations and require specialized methods (see below). If, on
the other hand, there is excess posterior mass that is smoothly attached to the bulk of q then
EL2O method should be able to detect it, specially with gradient and Hessian information.
We can test it on this example by comparing EL2O values on samples evaluated from p versus
samples evaluated from q, while using the same Lq to evaluate EL2O. We find very little
difference between the two, 0.24 versus 0.23, and so EL2O evaluated on samples from q gives a
reliable estimate of the quality of solution. In these examples we used up to 15 iterations with
Nk = 5, and averaging over all past iterations after the burn-in.
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Figure 5: Application of a Gaussian mixture (GM) model to the multi-modal posterior problem. Left :
Modeling the posterior as a weighted sum of two bivariate Gaussians, we demonstrate that the EL2O
method identifies both peaks, with means and covariances accurately estimated. A single starting
point with 2 GM components converges to this solution after 15 iterations. For multiple starting
points, each one converges within a few iterations to one of the two local minima, and EL2O properly
normalizes the two GM components. The two final solutions are identical (we show the multiple
starting point method). Right : 1D marginalized posterior predicted by the EL2O (blue dotted line),
which closely matches the posterior from samples (red).
4.3 Multi-modal posterior
Multi-modal posteriors are very challenging for any method. If the modes are widely separated
then standard MCMC methods will fail, and specialized techniques, such as annealing or nested
sampling [Handley et al., 2015] are required. If the modes are closer to each other so that their
posteriors overlap then MCMC will be able to find them, and this is considered to be a strength
of MCMC as compared to MAP or VI, which in the simplest implementations find only one of
the modes. Here we use EL2O with a Gaussian mixture (GM) on a simple bimodal posterior,
which is a sum of two full rank Gaussians in 2 dimensions.
We show the results in figure 5. For this example we consider two optimization strategies.
The first one is to first iterate on a full rank Gaussian, and since the residuals are large, we add
a nonlinear transform. Since even after this residuals remain large we add a second Gaussian
component. After a total of 13 iterations we converge to the correct posterior. This can be
compared to Stein discrepancy method of Liu and Wang [2018], where 500 iterations with 100
particles were used to converge. The convergence to the correct result is possible because the
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two modes overlap in their posterior density.
The second strategy for these problems is to have multiple starting points. We will not
discuss strategies how to choose the starting points, and we will adopt a simple random starting
point method. In figure 5 we show results with several different starting points, each converging
within a few iterations to one of two two modes (about half of the time onto each). How many
starting points we need to choose depends on how many modes we discover: if after a few
starting points we do not discover new modes we may stop the procedure. We construct the
initial solution as the sum of the two Gaussians as found at each mode, using the gradient and
Hessian to determine the full rank Gaussian, with the relative normalization determined by
equation 34. If the two modes are widely separated this is already the correct solution, but in
this case they are not and we use optimization to further improve on the initial parameters.
The end result was identical to the above strategy, but the multiple starting points strategy is
more robust, as it will find a solution even for the case of widely separated modes. In general,
if multimodal posteriors are suspected (and even if not), multiple starting points are always
recommended as a way to verify that optimization found all the relevant posterior peaks.
4.4 A science graphical model example: galaxy clustering analysis
Our main goal is a fast determination of posterior inference in a typical scientific analysis,
where the model is expensive to evaluate, is nonlinear in its model parameters, and we have
numerous nuisance parameters we want to marginalize over. Here we give an example from our
own research in cosmology, which was the original motivation for this work, because MCMC
was failing to converge for this problem. We observe about 106 galaxy positions, measured
out to about half of the lookback time of the universe and distributed over a quarter of the
sky, with the radial position determined by their redshift extracted from galaxy spectroscopic
emission lines. Galaxy clustering is anisotropic because of the redshift space distortions (RSD),
generated by the Doppler shifts proportional to the galaxy velocities. We can summarize the
anisotropic clustering by measuring the power spectrum as a function of the angle µ between
the line of sight direction and the wavevector of the Fourier mode. In this specific case we are
given measured summary statistics of galaxy clustering Pˆl(k), where l = 0, 2, 4 are the angular
multipoles (Legendre transforming the angular dependence on µ) of the power spectrum and k
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Figure 6: The power spectrum multipoles (l = 0, 2, 4) from the best-fit theory model and measurements
from the BOSS DR12 LOWZ+CMASS NGC data, with 0.4 < z < 0.6. Fitting the model to data over
the wavenumber range k = 0.02− 0.4hMpc−1, we find a good agreement between the model and the
measurements.
is the wavevector amplitude. We have a model prediction for the summary statistic Pl(k) that
depends on 13 different parameters, of which 3 are of cosmological interest, since they inform
us of the content of the universe, including dark matter and dark energy. Others can be viewed
as nuisance parameters, although they can also be of interest on their own [Hand et al., 2017].
We are also given the covariance matrix of the summary statistics (generalized noise matrix).
The covariance matrix depends on the signal Pl(k), so the derivative of the noise matrix with
respect to the parameters needs to be included in the analysis. We assume flat prior on the
parameters and we use Gauss-Newton approximation for the Hessian, so in terms of equation
44 we ignore the prior term with S, while the parameter dependence is both in f and in N .
A common complication for scientific analyses is that the gradients are often not available
in an analytic form: the models are evaluated as a numerical evaluation of ODEs or PDEs
with many time steps to evolve the system from its initial conditions to the final output.
Doing back-propagation on ODEs or PDEs with a large number of steps can be expensive and
requires dedicated codes, which are often not available. In our application, we were able to do
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Figure 7: Top: 1D and 2D posterior distributions of four selected RSD model parameters whose
posteriors are close to Gaussian. Top left panel : MAP+Laplace gives inaccurate 2D posterior relative
to EL2O, even if 1D projections are accurate. Top right panel : MAP can be displaced in the mean,
while EL2O and ADVI results agree very well with MCMC samples. Bottom: 1D posteriors for
parameters which are most non-Gaussian. Together with the NL transform (blue solid curves), EL2O
results closely match the MCMC posterior (red solid). Also shown are 2.5%, 50%, and 97.5% intervals
(dotted lines), for MCMC and EL2O. 125 likelihood evaluations were used for EL2O, compared to 10
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for MCMC, and 2.3×104 for ADVI. Despite taking 200 times more steps than EL2O, ADVI posteriors
are considerably worse. For fsB parameter we have a boundary fsB > 0, and we model it with the
unconstrained transformation method (green solid) and adding the reflective boundary method to it,
the latter allowing the posterior density at the boundary to be non-zero (blue solid).
analytic derivatives for 9 parameters, leaving 4 to numerical finite difference method. We have
implemented these with one sided derivatives (step size of 5%), meaning that we need 5 function
calls to get the function and the gradient. Due to the use of Gauss-Newton approximation we
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also get an approximate Hessian at no extra cost. This finite difference approach could be
improved, for example by using some more global interpolation schemes, but for this paper we
will not attempt to do so.
Our specific optimization approach was to use L-BFGS (with L=5) for initial steps, switching
to Gauss-Newton optimization at later steps closer to the solution. We started with assuming q
is a delta function (MAP approach), switching to sampling from q as we approach the minimum,
and gradually increasing the number of samples Nk once we are past the burn-in, reusing
samples from the previous iterations after the burn-in. Here burn-in is defined in terms of
EL2O not rapidly changing anymore. Overall it took 25 iteration steps to converge to the full
non-Gaussian posterior solution. Number of samples and iteration steps used in all numerical
examples are outlined in Table 1.
Results are shown in figure 7. In the top panel the parameters are fσ8 (product of the growth
rate f and the amplitude of matter fluctuations σ8), b1 (linear bias), σc (velocity dispersion
for central galaxies), and f1h,sBsB (normalization parameter of the 1-halo amplitude). It is of
interest to explore how it compares to MAP+Laplace (using Hessian of Lp at MAP to determine
the inverse covariance matrix) in situations where the posterior is approximately Gaussian, and
we show these results as well in the top panel of figure 7. We see that MAP+Laplace can fail in
the mean, or in the covariance matrix. This could be caused by the marginalization over non-
Gaussian probability distributions of other parameters, or caused by small scale noise in the log
posterior close to the minimum, which EL2O improves on by averaging over several samples.
The results have converged to the correct posterior after 25 iterations, at which point the EL2O
value is stable and around 0.18, which we have argued is low enough for the posteriors to be
accurate. Here we compare to MCMC emcee package [Foreman-Mackey et al., 2013], which
initially did not converge, so we restarted it at the EL2O best fit parameters (results are shown
with 105 samples after burn-in).
In the bottom panel we explore parameters that have the most non-Gaussian posteriors;
these parameters are fs (satellite fraction), fsB (type B satellite fraction), both of which have
positivity constraint, b1, cA (linear bias of the type A central galaxies), and γb1sA (slope parame-
ter in the relation between b1, sA and b1, cA). In all cases the EL2O posteriors agree remarkably
well with MCMC. This is even the case for the parameter fsB, which has a positivity constraint
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Ex. 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4
Nk 1-10 1-10 1-10 1-10
Niteration 10 15 15 25
Ntot 25 25 25 125
Table 1: Number of samples per iteration Nk, number of iteration steps Niteration, and total number of
L˜p evaluations (incldding burn-in) for 4 different numerical examples presented in this work. Example
4.4 does not have analytic gradients for 4 parameters, which are evaluated with a finite difference
instead.
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Figure 8: Timing results for 13-dimensional example of section 4.4. EL2O is about 1000 times faster
than MCMC and 200 times faster than ADVI using the same parametrization (but which did not
converge to exact posteriors, as seen in figure 7).
fsB > 0, but is poorly constrained, with a very non-Gaussian posterior that peaks at 0. Even
for this parameter the median and 2.5%, 97.5% lower and upper limits agree with MCMC.
When we model this parameter with the unconstrained transformation method, we see that
the probability rapidly descends to zero at the boundary fsB > 0. The reflective boundary
method corrects this and gives a better result at the boundary, as also shown in the same
figure. In this example, with reflective boundary, we allowed the posterior to go to -0.2 on this
parameter. We do not show MAP+Laplace results since they poorly match these non-Gaussian
posteriors.
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5 Discussion and conclusions
The main goal of this work is to develop a method that gives reliable and smooth parameter pos-
teriors, while also minimizing the number of calls to log joint probability L˜p. In many settings,
specially for scientific applications, an evaluation of L˜p can be extremely costly. The current
gold standard are MCMC methods, which asymptotically converge to the correct answer, but
require a very large number of likelihood evaluations, often exceeding 105 or more. Scientific
models are becoming more and more sophisticated, which comes at a heavy computational cost
in terms of evaluation of L˜p. Using brute force MCMC sampling methods in these situations is
practically impossible. In this paper we follow the optimization approaches of MAP+Laplace
and stochastic VI [Kucukelbir et al., 2017], but we modify and extend these in several direc-
tions. The focus of this paper is on low dimensionality problems, where doing matrix inversion
and Cholesky decomposition of the Hessian is not costly compared to evaluating L˜p. In practice
this limits the method to of order thousands of parameters, if they are correlated so that the
full rank matrix description is needed. If one can adopt sparse matrix approximations one can
increase the dimensionality of the problem.
Both VI and MCMC methods rely on minimizing KL divergence. When the problem is
not tractable using deterministic methods this minimization uses sampling, and this leads to
a sampling noise in optimization that is only reduced as inverse square root of the number
of samples. This can be traced to the feature of KL divergence that its integrand does not
have to be positive, even if KL divergence is. minimization of KL divergence only makes sense
in the context of the KL divergence integral
∫
dzq(ln q − ln p) : it is only positive after the
integration. Deterministic integration is only feasible in very low dimensions, and stochastic
integration via Monte Carlo converges slowly, as N
−1/2
k . In this paper we propose instead to
minimize EL2O, Euclidean L2 distance squared between the log posterior Lp, which we evaluate
as L˜p + ln p¯, where ln p¯ is an unknown constant, and the equivalent terms of its approximation
Lq. EL2O is based on comparing ln q(zk) and ln p(zk) at the same sampling points zk: if the two
distributions are to be equal they should agree at every sampling point, up to the normalization
constant. There is no need to perform the integral to obtain a useful minimization procedure
and there is no stochastic integration noise, only one extra optimization parameter due to
the unknown normalization. When available we add its higher order derivatives, where we
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do not have to distinguish between Lp and L˜p. This is evaluated as expectation over some
approximate probability distribution p˜ close to p. While one can construct many different f-
divergences, EL2O optimization agrees with KL divergence minimization based VI in the high
sampling limit, if samples are generated from p˜ = q. However, for a finite number of samples the
resulting algorithm differs from recent VI methods such as ADVI [Kucukelbir et al., 2017], or the
response method [Giordano et al., 2018]. While t ln t (KL divergence) and t ln2 t f-divergence
minimization (EL2O) seem very similar, they are fundamentally different, the former more
related to stochastic integration.
A first advantage of EL2O is that it has no sampling noise if the family of models q covers
p, in contrast to the stochastic minimization of KL divergence, as we demonstrate in section
2. In this case the method gives exact solution and EL2O = 0, as long as we have enough
constraints as the parameters, and it does not even matter where the samples are drawn from.
In this limit additional samples make the problem over-constrained, which does not improve
the result. If the family of q is too simple to cover p then the results fluctuate depending on
the drawn samples and the convergence is slower. Having more expressive q so that it is closer
to p makes the convergence faster even if there are more parameters to be determined. In
practical examples we have observed this behavior once EL2O dropped below 0.2 (e.g. figure
3), where we approach exact inference. This property of EL2O is different from a stochastic KL
divergence minimization, which is noisy and will typically take longer to converge as the number
of paramaters increases. Moreover, as we argue in section 2, even in the simplest setting of
Gaussian posterior stochastic KL divergence minimization is not a convex problem for a finite
number of samples, while EL2O is. In this setting EL2O is not only convex, but also linear,
so normal equations (or a single Newton update) give the complete solution. While we use L2
distance in this paper, L1 distance differs from KL divergence only in taking the absolute value
of the log posterior difference, and also has no sampling noise. In terms of f-divergence EL2
corresponds to f-divergence t(ln t)2 and EL1 to t| ln t|, in contrast to t ln t for KL divergence.
Second advantage of EL2O is that its value can be used to quantify the quality of the
solution: when it is small (less than 0.2 for our examples) p is well described with q and we
may exit optimization. In contrast, in KL divergence based VI the value of the lower bound
(ELBO) does not have an absolute meaning since it is related to the normalization ln p(x)
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(free energy bound, Jordan et al. [1999]): while relative changes of ELBO are meaningful, the
absolute value is not and other methods are needed to assess the quality of the answer [Yao
et al., 2018]. Even though we do not need it explicitly, EL2O can easily optimize on and output
an approximation to ln p(x). This can be useful for evidence or Bayes factor evaluations, which
we will pursue elsewhere. Sometimes we find low EL2O already for a full rank Gaussian and
sometimes we need to go beyond it. There is not much computational benefit in using q that is
simpler than a full rank Gaussian, as long as Cholesky decomposition and matrix inversion are
not a computational bottleneck: only the means are being optimized and not the covariance
matrix elements. EL2O value provides a diagnostic to asses the quality of the approximate
posterior, so when it is large one can extend the family of models q to remedy the situation.
The strategy we advocate is to improve q until a low value of EL2O is reached. However, in
contrast to recent trends in machine learning with many layers of nonlinear transformations
(e.g. normalizing flows, Rezende and Mohamed [2015]), we advocate a single transformation
with few parameters only, such that the number of L˜p evaluations is minimized, and the analytic
marginalization remains possible. If this fails to reduce EL2O one can improve the approximate
posterior by adding one Gaussian mixture or non-bijective transformation at a time.
Third advantage of EL2O is its flexibility in choosing the sampling proposal p˜, which dis-
tinguishes it from the KL divergence based VI, which can only sample from q, and requires
reparametrization trick for optimization [Kingma and Welling, 2013, Rezende et al., 2014]. This
trick is not needed for EL2O optimization. For p˜ one can use q, and iterate on it, which gives
results identical to VI in the large sampling density limit. But we can also use true p if we have
a way to evaluate its samples, which is not only possible but easier than sampling from q for
forward model problems. We can also sample from both p and q, which may avoid some of the
pitfalls of the other sampling approaches.
Because we can choose different sampling proposals we can also address the quality of the
results as a function of this choice. In the forward model example where sampling from p is easy
we have found that for simple q (with EL2O > 0.4) there was a difference between sampling
from q versus sampling from p, the latter giving overall better results. These differences were
reduced as we increased the expressivity of q, for example when going from FR Gaussian to
NL+FR, consistent with the statement above that more expressive q improves the results and
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in the limit of very expressive q we approach exact inference. Samples from q and samples
from p gave nearly the same EL2O value for the same Lq, suggesting that sampling from q
may not be a fundamental limitation of EL2O divergence based variational methods, but more
a limitation of using insufficiently expressive forms of q. Recently, several divergences have
been introduced (e.g. Ranganath et al. [2016], Dieng et al. [2017]) to counter these suggested
problems of KL divergence, but here we argue that with sufficiently expressive q this may not
be an issue for EL2O method. We also do not observe that in EL2O sampling from q leads
to a significantly narrower approximation than sampling from p once we go to NL+FR for q,
in contrast to the arguments in the context of FRVI [Bishop, 2007]. In this example further
improvement when sampling from p+ q was negligible. While this is based on a limited set of
examples and deserves further study, we expect that with sufficiently expressive q EL2O value
can be driven to zero and we approach exact inference, so that for most problems we only need
to consider sampling from p˜ = q.
Fourth advantage of EL2O is its ability to use gradient and Hessian information (and even
higher order derivatives if available), while preserving its sampling noise free nature. A signif-
icant trend in recent years, in machine learning, statistics and scientific computing, has been
the development of analytic gradients and Hessians of L˜p using methods such as backpropa-
gation. EL2O can take advantage of this and we present both the gradient based version and
the gradient and Hessian based version. When EL2O is using only the gradient information it
can be related to Fisher divergence [Hammad, 1978]. The Hessian version converges especially
rapidly, as every sample gives M(M + 3)/2 + 1 constraints for M dimensions, enough to fit
a full rank Gaussian component in a Gaussian mixture model. Moreover, no optimization is
needed to determine the covariance matrix of the Gaussian q, as its inverse is simply given by
averaging the Hessian over the samples. When Hessian is not available one can use the gradient
information as in equation 33 to achieve the same. For nonlinear least squares problems Hes-
sian in the Gauss-Newton approximation can be obtained at the same cost as the gradient, and
we found this approximation to give reliable posteriors in a realistic scientific application. For
harder problems, where MAP, MFVI and FRVI with Gaussian q all fail, we found the Gaussian
mixture model to work well. In our applications we combine full rank Gaussian mixtures model
with one dimensional nonlinear transforms to fit a general posterior, while at the same time
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also being able to do analytic marginalization over any parameters.
In most applications the number of iterations was comparable to the number of likelihood
evaluations: we start with a single value for the mean MAP strategy for the burn in, then
slowly increase the number of samples we average over by reusing samples from past iterations,
typically to about 10-15 samples, if gradient and Hessian are available. In a realistic scientific
application in the field of cosmology, with 13 parameters and no analytic derivatives for 4 of
them, we obtained good posteriors with about 25 iterations, with 5 calls each to obtain the finite
difference gradients, as compared to 105 iterations for MCMC. This was a particularly difficult
problem for MCMC, which did not even converge until we restarted it at EL2O solution, and
this problem was the original motivation for this work. Using the same parametrization on
ADVI, with 2× 104 calls, we obtained worse posteriors despite 200 times higher computational
cost, a consequence of noise in KL divergence it is minimizing. For many of the parameters
the posteriors are very non-Gaussian, and we found remarkable agreement between EL2O and
MCMC using full rank Gaussian and a nonlinear transformation with two or three parameters
for each dimension.
In this example evaluation of 105 samples was feasible and we were able to compare the
results to MCMC, but in many realistic situations MCMC would not even be feasible, and
methods such as EL2O may be one of the few possible alternatives. More generally, given
the ubiquitousness of KL divergence in many applications in statistics and machine learning,
EL2O may also be useful as an alternative to KL divergence beyond the posterior inference
applications described in this paper. One important application where EL2O has an advantage
over MCMC is calculation of normalization or evidence p(x). As discussed in this paper, one of
the optimization outputs of EL2O procedure is ln p˜, an approximation to ln p(x), which can in
turn be used for model comparison by comparing the evidences between the different models.
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